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ABSTRACT: A framework of vision-based SHM using computer vision techniques is proposed to obtain
a new structural damage indicator by using a non-sensor approach. As the traffic passing over a bridge
can be identified and classified into classes with a surveillance camera system, the weights of those
detected vehicles will be estimated based on the pre-determined weight distribution of every class. In
addition to estimating the weights of vehicles, their locations on the bridge are also obtained by utilizing
geometry transformation between the image coordinate and the world coordinate (bridge deck geometry).
In the meantime, the bridge displacements are measured using a camera based displacement measurement
method. By synchronizing both input (traffic loading estimated by a camera) and output (displacements
also captured by another camera) data of the bridge structures, a structural parameter is identified called
Unit Influence Surfaces (UISs), which can be used for structural damage detection. The framework is
implemented in a laboratory on a bridge model under loadings induced from multiple small-scale
vehicles.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many bridges, in the United States and worldwide, have deteriorated and lost some load
carrying capacity over their life-cycles due to structural aging, lack of caring, and accidental
effects etc. A great deal of money can be saved by early identifying these bridge problems,
fixing and retaining them in service instead of replacing damage components or rebuilding new
structures. Although most bridges are assessed using periodic visual inspection, its drawbacks
have been studied and pointed out (Phares et al. (2004 )). Therefore, utilizing an effective
structural health monitoring (SHM) framework for bridge inspection is a need to improve the
infrastructure systems. In general, a SHM system utilizes a network of sensors to obtain input
effects (traffic and ambient induced) and output responses of structures to identify their
abnormal behaviors for assessment aims. Despite vary of SHM approaches, conducting any
SHM system in real-life structures is always a challenge on sensor network installation, and it is
also expensive (Catbas et al. (2013 )). As a result, there has not been a standard SHM
framework adopted widespread in bridge inspection practices. With these broader challenges in
mind, the goal of this study is to use cameras to develop an accurate low-cost bridge monitoring
system that can identify and quantify irregular behaviors in bridge safety.
Recently, using image processing and computer vision methods have been acknowledged as a
potential approach in SHM field due to emerging of related technologies (Webb et al. (2014 )).
Undoubtedly, the most advantage of vision-based methods is non-contact implementation that
accelerates inspecting speed and reduces maintenance cost of structural assessments. Although

some challenges in SHM have been addressed by utilizing vision based methods such as
detection and quantification of cracks and surface damages of structures (Abdel-Qader et al.
(2003); Gul et al. (2013); Yamaguchi et al. (2010 )), and displacement measurement of
structures (Khuc et al. (2014); Kim et al. (2013b); Lee et al. (2007 )), a comprehensive SHM
system for decision making based on that approach has been initially studying and proposing.
Lately, a hybrid sensor-camera bridge monitoring has been developed and demonstrated in the
laboratory (Zaurin et al. (2010 )). In this study, the main input effect to a laboratory bridge
induced by a special vehicle could be detected and localized by using computer vision
techniques. Axle loads and locations of the vehicle were synchronized with structural strain
responses to obtain unit influence lines (UILs) for each strain gage location. Those series of
UILs showed abilities for damage detection, damage localization, and bridge rating factor
prediction. Even though their framework provides a type of comprehensive SHM system,
obtaining series of UILs strictly requires several obligations such as (1) there should be only one
vehicle on the bridge, and (2) the vehicle must crawl following a same path for every case of
collecting data.
In this paper, a framework for obtaining input data due to traffic loading to a bridge is proposed
that can estimate weights and locations of multiple vehicles on traffic by using advanced
computer vision algorithms. Simultaneously, the bridge’s displacements to those inputs are
measured by employing a new vision-based displacement measurement method, which also
have recently been developed by the authors (Khuc et al. (2014 )). Once traffic vehicle
information (axle loads and locations) and structural displacements are determined and
synchronized, the normalized displacements are calculated for each monitored location. Since
those normalized displacements are obtained at any arbitrary locations on the bridge deck, this
data set is used to estimate displacement Unit Influence Surfaces (UIS) for each measured
location. Similar to natural frequencies and mode shapes of a structure, the UIS is one of a few
structural parameters that can be derived as a function of only structural characteristics. It means
that the UIS can be employed as a powerful structural indicator for bridge health monitoring.
The UISes of a laboratory bridge were successfully obtained and illustrated on subsequent
sections. The consistent and reliable UISes enable a new fully contactless SHM implementation,
which is more practical and efficient for real-life SHM studies.
2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The framework of the proposed vision-based SHM for bridges is illustrated in Figure 1. In brief,
traffic loading induced from multiple vehicles is estimated including axle loads and load
locations by utilizing a series of advanced computer vision algorithms on image data from a
traffic-camera. Simultaneously, another camera (response-camera) is deployed under bridge
deck to measure bridge displacements to those vehicles by means of a non-target vision-based
displacement monitoring. Then, the input data (traffic loading) and output data (displacement
responses) are provided to an image-based structural identification (iSt-Id) system to form a
new indicators for bridge damage detection, named displacement Unit Influence Surfaces (UIS).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the vision-based bridge SHM system

2.1

Unit Influence Surface of Bridge Structures

Unit Influence Surface (UIS) of a certain response (displacement, strain, etc.) at a particular
position ith (called a measured point) on a bridge structure is defined as a response function to
the unit load at every position of the unit load on bridge deck. Since the value of unit load
equals to one, a UIS can be mathematically presented as a two-variables surface as shown in
Eqn .
1
R = UISi(x,y)

(1)

Where (x,y) is coordination of the unit load locations on the bridge deck. R value is the response
at the measured point ith to the unit load at (x,y). To determine the UIS, locations (x,y) of the
unit load are obtained from multi-vehicles configurations. Meanwhile, the structural response
values of R are acquired by the measurement system. Due to the data of locations (x,y) and
responses (R) are discrete, the UIS is estimated by fitting those discrete data sets.
2.2

Multiple-vehicles Detection using Image Features and Machine Learning Algorithm

In the field of computer vision, analyzing a scene for recognizing desired objects remains as the
most challenging problem. Generally, vehicles on traffic can be detected and then categorized
into classes for example sedan, SUV, minivan, bus, truck, and semi-trailer. Since the weight
distribution of each vehicle class can be studied from manufacture's vehicle specification and/or
using Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) database, a detected and classified vehicle is assigned a
distribution weight corresponding to its class. In this study, the Haar (Viola et al. (2001 )) and/or

HOG (Dalal et al. (2005 )) features corresponding to a particular class of vehicles are extracted
to represent for that type of vehicle. Thus, those object features are used to develop a
classification algorithm based on booting technique (Viola et al. (2001 )), which can rapidly find
regions where a particular class may occur on an scene image from the traffic camera. The
initial and successful implementation for detecting and classifying small-scale vehicles has been
deployed in the UCF Structural Lab, which is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Three types of vehicles detection and classification

2.3

Exploration of Geometry Transform Approaches for Localizing Vehicles Positions

Localizing vehicles crossing a bridge in the 3-D world coordinate (x, y, z) is a part of
developing Unit Influence Surfaces. From the previous section, the detected vehicles are located
in the 2-D image coordinate (upixel, vpixel) by extracting information from bounding boxes, for
instance the locations of left-bottom corners of bounding boxes. By implementing the camera
calibration method (Zhang (2000 )), once all camera parameters including intrinsic and extrinsic
ones are determined, the relationship between the image and the world coordinates is formed.
Although this is a common approach, it requires a complicated process that is difficult to
conduct in field. Here, the authors propose an alternative way by assuming the bridge deck
surface as a plane to simplify the 3-D world coordinate problem to the 2-D coordinate
corresponding to length and width of the bridge deck. As a result, the relationship between the
2-D image and the 2-D world coordinate is solved by using Planar Geometric Transformation
method as shown following:
Wcoordinate= T x Icoordinate
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Where T is transformation matrix to map Wcoordinate to Icoordinate. Since the T matrix have eight (8)
unknown elements, those elements are determined by solving a collection of at least 8
relationship equations between the world points and the corresponding image points. Assigning
fifteen (15) reference points on the bridge deck, the T matrix is established by using the least
square fit algorithm for an over-determined system due to there are 15 relationship equations to
estimate 8 unknown variables. The explanation of this method is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Geometry transformation between the image and the world coordinates

3

LABORATORY IMPLEMENTATION

3.1

The Bridge Model, Sensors, and Cameras

The proposed vision-based SHM framework was conducted in a laboratory bridge at the
University of Central Florida (UCF) Structural Lab. The experimental bridge called UCF 4Span Bridge Model consists of two 304.8cm main continuous spans and two 120cm approach
spans. The bridge deck includes a 3.18mm steel sheet at 120cm wide which is composited with
two HSS 25x25x3mm girders separated 60.96cm from each other. As an apparatus for SHM
studies at the UCF, there are a number of sensors attached in the model such as strain gages,
accelerometers, LVDTs, tilt-meters, and Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors. Moreover, some
common damage scenarios can be simulated in the model by changing stiffness of the main
girders and/or of the supports. The UCF 4-span bridge model and experiment setup are
illustrated as Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The UCF 4-span bridge model and experiment setup

3.2

Test Plan

Three different small-scale vehicles were deployed to simulate traffic with multiple vehicles.
Those vehicles have varying axle loadings, axle distances, and appearances as shown in Figure
2. The small-scale vehicles were randomly driven over the bridge deck following various

configurations and speeds. A total of forty (40) crawling tests were conducted to get enough
data for obtaining several UISes. For each test, the vehicles were driven one-turn from the
beginning to the end of the bridge. Synchronously, dynamic displacements to those vehicles
were collected at several measured places on the bridge girders. Due to a limited number of
response-cameras utilized on the vision-based displacement measurement system, several
displacement data sets were obtained by the vision-based measurement displacement method
while others were measured by using LVDTs.
4

OBTAINING THE DISPLACEMENT UNIT INFLUENCE SURFACE

The data from a certain test is shown in Figure 5. It is seen that each blue dot location (x-bridge
length, y-bridge width) presents a combined position of multi-vehicles on the bridge deck. The
z-unit displacement value of a particular blue dot is a normalized displacement induced by
multi-vehicles loadings. For synchronization purpose, timing of each multi-vehicles
configuration is determined corresponding to the frame time of the video clip recorded by the
traffic-camera. The time domain of the traffic-camera is matched to the time domain of the
response-camera (for obtaining displacements) since both of them are connected to a same
computer.
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Figure 5. The unit displacement data at a certain measured location
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Figure 6. The displacement unit influence surface obtained by fitting from several test data sets

As mentioned in the previous section, an UIS is determined by fitting a number of discrete data
points (e.g., blue dots in Figure 5). Therefore, combination of several tests is a need for the
regression analysis. Figure 6 shows a displacement UIS obtained from several data sets for a
measured location (one-fifths of span) on the bridge girder at undamaged condition (Baseline).
To confirm consistency of the proposed method results, a total of fifteen (15) UISes are
developed for each measured position by randomly selecting five (5) tests out of forty (40) tests
database. Consequently, several characteristics of those 15 UISes including volume, maximum
and minimum values are calculated to compare with the ones of the mean-UIS (Table 1). It is
seen that the characteristics from those UISes are very close (± 6% error interval for maximum
values, and only ± 3% error interval for minimum and volume values), which confirms
outcomes of the proposed method (the unit influence surfaces) are consistent and reliable. Due
to its consistence, the UIS will be exploded for damage detection purpose in next studies since
some alteration scenarios will be simulated in the bridge model.
Table 1. Specifications of fifteen (15) UISes – volumn, maximum, and minimum values

The UIS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Max (e-5)
6.0314
5.7541
6.1089
6.2302
5.7380
6.0177
5.9354
5.7227
5.9485
6.0760
6.2127
6.4638
5.9321
6.0354
5.9919

Min (e-5)
-2.0258
-2.0458
-1.9920
-2.0203
-2.0385
-2.0349
-1.9930
-2.0414
-1.9940
-1.9917
-2.0202
-2.0235
-1.9922
-2.0341
-2.0243

Volume
2.4216
2.4693
2.4059
2.3765
2.3847
2.3911
2.3887
2.4448
2.4232
2.4699
2.3872
2.4294
2.3954
2.3833
2.3969

Mean UIS
5

6.0133

-2.0181

2.4112

CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates a new framework for vision-based SHM without using any type of
conventional sensors. Due to only cameras being utilized, a great deal of workload can be
dismissed such as cable wiring, sensor and data acquisition installation, etc. Those advantages
provide quite a convenience especially when implementing a SHM study on real-life bridges.
Consequently, a cost effective bridge SHM system can be proposed for widespread adoption
purpose.
The proposed approach has been initially conducted in the UCF Structural Lab on an
experimental bridge. Multiple small-scale vehicles were utilized simulating traffic loading on
the bridge. Those pre-weighted vehicles could be detected and localized by means of computer
vision techniques applying to images from a traffic-camera. Simultaneously, displacements of
bridge girders to those vehicle loads at several measured locations were obtained. The input
effects including vehicle loadings, vehicle locations, and output displacements of the bridge
structures were provided to a new iSt-Id system to determine a series of displacement unit
influence surfaces. Quantitative analysis of the UIS confirmed its consistency and reliability that
provided great potential for the use of the UIS in damage detection and damage localization for
larger structures.
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